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Dry falls, Wheatland right. Coulee City top center. Note Battleship rock in line with projection separating 
two horseshoe scarps. Falls lake left alcove. Dry Alkaline lake shows in right alcove. Castle lake shows right. 
Coulee City Deep lake shows at upper right edge of picture. Vista House and grounds lower left. 



Great cataract group shows in center. Deep and Lastie lakes in right aicove. rails o n j ferch lakes in lett 
alcove. Park lake in center. Blue lake lover center with Jasper canyon leading to right. Fossil trees and 
Rhinoceros cast in lower bluff heading Jasper canyon. Photo by Wallace Aerial Survey 



GRAND COULEE OF WASHINGTON ' 

By Prof. Joseph G. McMacken 

Lewis and Clark High School, Spokane 

The Grand Coulee is, as is well known, a great gash, a thousand 
feet deep, cut across the even lava-plateau of central Washington, a 
Titan of chasms carved by the greatly swollen Columbia River 
when immense continental glaciers blocked its original channel and 
valley in the Big Bend region. Of all the many abandoned river 
channels in the Columbia lava plateau the Grand Coulee is the 
most remarkable and most portentous. It not only contains the 
greatest "dry fal ls" in the world, but it represents the greatest ex
ample of canyon-excavation by glacial waters in existence. It is 
one of the seven corrasional wonders of the world. 

The Grand Coulee opens from the canyon of the Columbia 
River, in the northwest corner of Lincoln County, and extends 
southwest for a distance of 50 miles; ending at Soap Lake where 
it is made a closed canyon by the gravels of Quincy basin. It is 
divided into two parts at Coulee City by a break where the western 
wall subsides and is joined by a broad valley gradually sloping 
upward for 15 miles to the eastward. This break furnishes the 
only traffic route across its entire extent. The upper Coulee opens 
from the deep Columbia canyon at an elevation of 500 feet above 
the river. At this point the Coulee is three miles wide, gradually 
widening to nearly five miles at Steamboat Rock, and then narrow
ing to about lV i miles, as it opens out on the Hartline basin. 
Throughout its entire length it is a wide, flat-bottomed canyon 
with vertical walls of basalt reaching upwards to nearly one thou-

1 Address before the Northwestern Scientific Association, Spokane meeting, December 
27, 1928, accompanied by lantern slides. 



Photo by Bureau of Reclamation 
Grand Coulee Dam, showing in the foreground is the government town of Coulee Dam, across the river is Engineers' Town. Above the Dam 
is the mouth of the Grand Coulee as wel l as the incorporated town of Grand Coulee. 
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sand feet. About one-fourth of the way down the canyon stands 

the impressive Steamboat rock, a conspicuous enisled mesa, two 

miles long and half a mile wide, with its top on a level with the 

general plains surface. 

Three miles below Coulee City, the bottom of the canyon makes 

a sudden drop of over 400 feet, marking the place over which the 

Columbia River once poured in a mighty cataract. The lower 

canyon, 20 miles long, extends from here to where it opens out 

on the Quincy basin. The eastern wall keeps about on the same 

level as the brink of Dry falls, but the western wal l , dropping as a 

monocline rises to a height in places of over a thousand feet, and 

may be seen from many miles to the eastward as a black, frown

ing escarpment. The lower Coulee floor is nearly covered with 

beautiful, rock-walled lakes. The formation of the Coulee is a 

part of enormous excavating work done by gigantic floods of the 

Glacial epochs. 

Back in Cretacic times, sea occupied all of central Washington, 

and extended from the Gulf of California to the Arctic ocean. The 

old Cascade peneplane formed its western border, while to the 

east, the old Selkirk range, connecting perhaps with the Blue moun

tains to the south was washed by its waters. With Miocene times 

came crustal warpings and continued elevation of the Cascades 

and adjacent territory. Volcanic activity was initiated, and out of 

thousands of fissures came prodigious lava-floods. Flood suc

ceeded f lood, as revealed in the Coulee walls, until altogether they 

covered 250,000 square miles, and built up the Columbia lava-

plateau to a height of 4,000 feet in places. There is no record of 

greater lava-floods having ever appeared on the face of the Earth. 

Rivers were dammed and caused to change their courses. Large 

lakes were formed by these lava-flows. The Columbia River, flow

ing southward through the Colville and Chamokane valleys to

wards Pasco, was dammed and deflected by each succeeding lava-

flood until it was made to flow into the Big Bend country, on the 

border-line between the old granite tract and the lava plain. 

The Coulee walls record the history of at least seven floods 
separated from one another by long intervals of time. Each time 
the lava-plain must have cooled and weathered into soil. Tree-
life slowly crept in from the highlands to the north and west only 
to be destroyed by a succeeding f lood. One of these intervals is 
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recorded on the shores of Blue lake. Here the cutting of the 

Coulee exposes, below the sixth layer from the top, the remains 

of a great forest. Here are the casts of big trees on the hollow 

trunk of one of which six or seven people may stand. Its upper 

part was destroyed and its charred remains were changed into 

fossilized wood. The soil on which this ancient forest grew was 

in many places baked into solid rock which is hard to distinguish 

from the basalt itself below. 

At the end of the lava-floods, which built up the lava-plain to an 

elevation of 2,400 feet, the Columbia River was flowing in the Big 

Bend. Many mountain lakes existed in the valleys in the highland 

to the north, held in by lava dams. 

The period following was one of quiet and erosion. Some local 

uplifts in the Nespelem range, to the north, probably shifted the 

Columbia River from the Omak channel south to its present one. 

The mountain lakes were filled up or drained. The Columbia 

carved its way down the slope of the old granitic mountains as it 

excavated its magnificent canyon, 1600 feet deep, marked on 

the south by perpendicular walls of basalt. The lava-plain, par

tially covered with loessial and lacustrine deposits weathered into 

the rolling, mature topography of the Palouse hills with well 

established drainage-lines. 

At the close of Pliocene time the Cascades were finally warped 

into position and the highlands to the north elevated. The lava-

plateau was changed in many particulars. The western edge was 

raised several thousand feet, and the area near Pasco depressed a 

thousand feet or more to produce a gradual slope southward of 

20 to 30 feet to the mile. Local warpings gave birth to a promi

nent fold, from Watervil le to Rockford, the Spokane divide, which 

crosses the Coulee about four miles south of Steamboat rock. 

Two monoclines appeared to the south. One four miles north 

of Coulee City, seen plainly at the end of the east wall of the 

upper Coulee, sloped south eastward, and another, west of Coulee 

City is exposed on the west wall on the descent of the road down 

into the lower Coulee. These, together with a fold a little more 

than half way down the lower Coulee, formed the structural de

pression, or sag, of the Hartline basin. The western end of the 

lower fold warped higher to the west to produce the Badger moun

tains. Another monocline formed at the end of the lower Coulee. 
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Similar warpings to the south produced the Frenchman hills and 

the Quincy structural-basin. 

Then comes the excavation of the Coulee by Glacial waters. 

At least three advances of the Cordilleran ice-sheets may have 

contributed to the cutting of the Coulee. Of the work of the Kansan 

Ice little is known. It is doubtful if it reached so far south as the 

Columbia River in the Coulee region. In two places only has its 

work been recognized: one near Cheney, reported by Pardee; and 

another northeast of Reardan, near Hite, reported by Bretz. Its work 

in the Coulee region is yet to be determined. 

The melting ice, from the ever spreading glaciers, fil led the 

rivers with sediments in volumes too great to be carried. Rivers 

overflowed their banks in effort to dispose of the Glacial waters 

Great lobes of the ice extended down the Spokane, Colville, Colum

bia, San Poil, Methow, Chelan, and Okanogan valleys. Virtually 

the entire Columbia basin was occupied except the small area 

between Hellgate and the head of the Coulee. The Okanogan ice 

lobe filled up the Columbia valley, and pushed across the river into 

Douglas county, to the west of Grand Coulee. This ice dammed the 

Glacial floods pouring down the Columbia canyon. They quickly 

filled the unoccupied portions of the canyon and flowed over the 

divide along the east edge of the ice-dam to the south. They 

flooded an area ten miles wide, and no less than 50 feet deep. 

As the Glacial floods poured over the anticline to the south of 

Steamboat rock they began the excavation of the Coulee. This 

f lood, on a gradient of 20 to 30 feet to the mile, was an engine of 

tremendous excavating power. Here on this fold began a water

fal l , a hundred feet or more in height, that worked its way through 

the divide backward towards the Columbia at about the level of 

the top of Steamboat rock. These yellow floods, as they poured 

southward, swept off the loose covering of Palouse soil, and 

tumbled over the monoclinal fold nearly 800 feet high into the 

Hartline structural basin. Here, where the Coulee narrows to 

about two miles, began the formation of one of the greatest water

falls of all ages. After excavating its way a short distance up the 

Coulee it must have been two miles wide and 800 feet in height, 

with the flood of a hundred Niagaras. It operated for a period of 

time long enough to cut its way back nearly 30 miles to the 

Columbia. Eight miles before reaching the old Columbia valley, 



Knoio by bureau ot Reclamation 
Steamboat rock from precipice over looking mouth of Nor throp canyon which once stood as a Goat Island 
to div ide two mighty cataracts over 4 miles wide and 800 feet high. 
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it widened to nearly four miles, and dividing as it cut its way 

backward it left a Goat island, two and one-half miles long, a 

half-mile wide, and 800 feet high. Its layers of basalt look like the 

decks of a mighty vessel, hence, the name Steamboat rock. The 

white sands at its base remind one of the sea; and as one travels up 

the Coulee it seems to recede along the opposite Coulee wall to the 

south thus completing the illusion. Here on either side of Steamboat 

rock must have roared a once mighty twin-falls, each half 800 feet 

high and two miles wide. 

A mile or two above Steamboat rock, the receding falls en

countered a ridge of granite 500 feet high. This resisted the erosion 

of the falling waters, and this section was carved into one of the 

rugged and spectacular parts of the Coulee proper. Here small 

channels cut into the granite. Monadnocks of every size and shape 

were left. Several are capped with black basalt. The granite ridge loses 

itself in the east wall of the Coulee. Here there is direct contact 

between the granite and basalt. It indicates the long period of 

erosion to bare the granite before the oncoming of the lava. 

As the divided Glacial waters were cutting backwards to form 

Steamboat rock, the eastern branch again divided to cut out one of 

the most spectacular sections of the Coulee. Here a water-fall, a 

half-mile wide and 800 feet high, when the Glacial waters were at 

f lood, cut its way for a distance of three miles in a northeasterly 

direction. Two miles from the Coulee it divided into two branches 

and a half mile further the left scarp divided again. As the Glacial 

floods diminished in amount the channels gradually narrowed, so 

that their ends today are marked by scarps and pot-holes. A small 

lake in one of the pot-holes rests peacefully as a reminder of the 

ancient floods. The walls of Northup canyon, rising perpendicular 

over 800 feet from the narrow floor, seem to press in on all sides. 

It gives a feeling of depth and height not felt in the wider main 

Coulee. 

When the Glacial floods poured into the Hartline basin, they 

found the pre-Glacial drainage-outlet to the southwest, formed by 

the structural sag, all too small to carry away the waters. They 

flooded back into the basin to form a lake covering over fifty 

square miles. Here the waters dropped their load of silt, sands, 

and gravel to fill the basin to a depth of several hundred feet. The 



Northrup canyon one of many side canyons of the Coulee is more spectacular than main Coulee due to 
its narrowness. Cut by a retreating water fall. 

Khoto by OuilDert 
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lake lasted until the Glacial floods cut channels wide and deep 

enough to carry off the flood-waters of summer. The last of the 

Glacial waters removed nearly all of the gravel near the vicinity 

of Coulee City and there left characteristic scablands. 

The cutting of the lower Coulee in many ways is of greater inter

est than that of the upper Coulee. Here the Glacial waters spread 

into a number of anatamosing channels, due to the presence of the 

narrow outlet of the Hartline basin to the south which was filled to 

overflowing. The floods were so enormous that they flooded across 

the rock fold there over a width of 13 miles. They rushed down 

the south slope of the anticline to produce water-falls and rapids 

that carved out the most rugged, the wildest and most spectacular 

of all the abandoned channels of the scablands. The falls cut 

through the folds and dug deep into the layers of basalt below. 

They carved out channels in every direction, dividing here, uniting 

there, until one finds it easy to lose one's self in the maze. Hun

dreds of depressions, great pot-holes, monadnocks rising on every 

hand, mark a region of tremendous erosional activity cut by the 

yellow sand-laden waters. They left on their retreat Spring coulee, 

Deadman draw, and Dry coulee, the latter, for five or six miles 

from where it opens to the east from the main Coulee at the lower 

end of Blue Lake, runs eastward parallel to the divide until it finally 

opens southward into the Quincy basin. 

The final stage in the early cutting of the Coulee occurred when 

the flood-waters poured down the monoclinal fold sloping south

ward into Crab Creek and the Quincy basin. Here began water

falls that excavated the lower Coulee. At the lower end of Soap 

lake began the inception of Dry falls, two miles wide and at least 

400 feet high. 

The Glacial floods were, of course, seasonal in volume. As 

spring came and melting began on the surface of the great ice

fields, brooks and then rivers began to flow off the surface to 

augment that issuing from beneath caused by ground-heat and the 

ice-pressure. The lower channels were soon filled and began to be 

cut deeper. When melting was at its maximum all the higher 

channels were filled to over-flowing, and further excavated. As 

the colder seasons of the year came on the floods again diminished 

in amount, and, gradually shrinking to the main channels, in time 

cut these deep enough to carry the diminishing floods near the 
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close of the Glacial epoch. In the latter part of the epoch only the 

lower, main channels were occupied, as is indicated by the narrow

ing canyon-walls below the old scarps remaining. 

The down-cutting of the Grand Coulee represents enormous 

excavation and removal of ground-up basalt. The Palouse soil was 

removed from an area of at least 100 square miles, and the rocks 

below cut and carved into the main Coulee with its many side-

canyons. In the upper Coulee area fully 20 cubic miles were re

moved. At least a similar amount was cut 'from the lower Coulee 

and side-canyons. No less than forty cubic miles of material were 

carried southward of which only a small part was left in the Hart-

line basin. At least twenty-five cubic miles of material found 

lodgement in the Quincy structural basin. Here the Glacial floods 

again confined by the narrow outlet of Crab Creek to the east of 

Frenchman hills, spread until they formed an immense lake cover

ing the basin area of 250 square miles. Here gravels and sand and 

silts were deposited to a depth of 500 feet. This lake had four 

outlets, three to the west, opening into the Columbia valley, and 

the original Crab Creek outlet, to the east of Frenchman hills. 

This lake existed until the Drumhellar channels were excavated 

over an area ten miles wide and deep enough to drain it at least 

partially during the low-waters of winter. 

Lake Quincy is a portion of the lake described as Lake Lewis 

in a previous paper by the author entitled "Lake Lewis and the 

Flood-waters of the Okanogan Ice-sheet." Lake Quincy, to

gether with Hartline lake, connected with the flooded basins of 

Pasco, and Willamette valley, when the Glacial floods were at their 

height, and combined to form Lake Lewis. 

It of course took considerable time for the falls to cut their way 

the lengths of the lower and upper Coulees. Allowing 20 feet a 

year the floods excavated and sculptured for a period of approxi

mately 6,000 years. It may have been somewhat less, since the 

successive layers of basalt separated by erosion planes with layers 

of soil, together with the loose basaltic columns, lent themselves 

admirably to rapid-disintegration. The' falls cutting back along the 

erosion-lines readily under-cut the basaltic columns by removing 

the clay. The suction of the rushing, falling waters was ample 

enough to pluck the columns easily from the scarps of the Coulee-

walls. The waters flooded over the anticlinal to north at an eleva-
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tion of 2,500 feet. They dropped over 1,500 feet before they 

entered the Quincy structural basin. Eliminating the up-gradients 

due to the folds and the steep monoclinal, the gradient averaged 

more than 30 feet to the mile. Today, above Dry falls, the gradient 

for several miles is in excess of 80 feet to the mile. 

When, at last, the climate grew warmer the great ice-sheet began 

to melt rapidly and to retreat northward. The lakes to the south 

diminished in size, and, as the Glacial floods subsided, they finally 

were completely drained, and their bottoms traversed by streams. 

Many stranded bergs melted to leave their loads of boulders to 

litter the lake-bottom and Coulee-floor. With the removal of the 

ice-dams the Spokane-Columbia drainage to the east resumed its 

former course, and, for a time at least, found its outlet through the 

Coulee. The waters from the retreating ice, coming down the 

Okanogan valley, in time removed the gravels from the Columbia 

basin below the mouth of the Coulee, allowing the river to assume 

its old channel to the sea. This may not have been as long and 

serious an undertaking as might be imagined since the ice-filled 

section may not have been filled with gravel up to the 1800-foot 

level, as is indicated in the unoccupied sections of the canyon. 

After fi l l ing the canyon the ice would be forced over the lower 

section, and only the melting at the bottom would deposit sediment. 

The writer had an opportunity to examine the terraces in this section 

in proof of this hypothesis. 

The retreating waters left the Coulee much as it is today. Its 

floor stood fifty feet higher than it does now. This, in part, is 

told by the deposit of shells seen in the excavation at the side of 

the highway along the east side of Park lake. These were left 

on the shore-line of one of the lakes that must have dotted the 

old Coulee floor. As the climate had changed to a semi-arid con

dition, due to the then recent elevation of the Cascades, erosion did 

little during the inter-glacial stage to change the topography of the 

Coulee. Dry falls probably stood as a scarp three miles below its 

present location, where the road leaves the upper floor to descend 

into the lower Coulee. This is indicated by the widening canyon at 

this point. 

Then, for long, nothing occurred to mar the quietness of Coulee-

walls. Again the climate changed to that of another Glacial epoch. 

The glaciers in their retreat near the tops of the mountains began 
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at least their third advance. Again they pushed southward towards 

the Spokane and Columbia valleys only to reach them at one point. 

The Okanogan lobe of this Wisconsin ice pushed its way across 

the Columbia, again diverting its waters into the Grand Coulee. 

It pushed farther south than the Spokane Ice, to near the brink 

of Dry falls. It forced its way into the upper Coulee as far as 

Steamboat rock, as shown by the striations on its western edge. 

It forced the waters to flow through the eastern channel with a 

western bank of ice. 

The ice was of less thickness and volume than the Spokane ice-

sheet. The Glacial floods were of diminished volume and excavat

ing power. Although the Grand Coulee was the only one of the 

ancient channels opening from the Spokane ice-front into the 

scablands to be occupied, the main Coulee was large enough to 

carry these immense, but not so gigantic, floods as those of the 

Spokane ice-age, although they consisted of all the waters from 

the ice-front as far east as the Rocky Mountains. The Okanogan 

drainage was diverted mostly through Moses Coulee, and the 

Columbia drainage to the west. The fact that Grand Coulee, to

gether with Moses Coulee, were the only old channels to be occupied, 

is explained by Professor Bretz on the basis of the height of the 

talus-slopes on; the Coulee walls. In Grand Coulee they extend about 

two-fifths the height of the walls, while in the older channels to 

the east they reach from three-fifths to four-fifths up, indicating a 

much older age. He has worked out the relative time-intervals 

between the Glacial epochs, and the Present by the volume of the 

talus and the cliff-surfaces exposed. 

With the Wisconsin Glacial floods deflected to the Grand Coulee, 

Dry falls came into being again and started to retreat up the 

Coulee some three miles to its present scarp. None of the east

ward channels opening out of the lower Coulee were occupied. The 

waters did little to change its topography, except to deepen the 

bottom of the Coulee, and to excavate the lower Coulee about three 

miles farther northeast. In the Quincy basin they lowered the old 

channels southward. In the lower Coulee the waters scoured out 

and lowered the level of the rock-walled lakes. The retreating falls 

divided near their present location and sculptured out Battleship 

rock. The fall ing waters ground deep to leave Perch and Deep 

lakes nestling at the foot of the falls. In the upper Coulee the 
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channel was deepened and widened to the east of Steamboat rock, 

and made more rugged. The absence of a large gravel bar at the 

mouth of Northup canyon may indicate that it was for a time 

occupied. The more resistant granite outcrop to the north and 

east of Steamboat rock had left this channel at the close of the 

Spokane epoch at a higher elevation. With the retreat of the ice 

the waters were diverted to the west channel to further deepen it, 

leaving Devils lake, and one or two smaller bodies of water where 

it scoured deeper. From the Glacial ice-bank and dam great blocks 

of ice broke loose to float as bergs down the channel. As the 

waters diminished these stranded on the margin and bottom to 

melt and leave huge boulders to litter the Coulee floor. As the ice-

dam melted, and the waters began to revert to this former channel, 

large quantities of sand and silt were left to fill the level stretch in 

the bed. A large gravel-bar was left to partially block the entrance 

to a small, short, scarp-ended canyon on the east wall about the 

midway between Steamboat rock and the Hartline sag indicating 

the great depth of the waters. The part of the Columbia-canyon 

not occupied by the ice was again filled to the 1200-foot level with 

gravels indicated by the gravel-terraces at that level remaining 

today. 

This relation would be lacking if I did not take time to describe 

briefly the chief scenic attraction of the Coulee, the Dry falls. 

Here operated one of the greatest water-falls of all geological his

tory. It is not hard to visualize the scene when the diverted waters 

of the glacially swollen Columbia River, over three miles wide and 

from 50 to 300 feet deep, poured its mighty flood over the brink 

of the precipice. Niagara falls are a pigmy in comparison, with 

drop of only 165 feet. The power of Columbia waters was at least 

that of a 100 Niagaras. 

Today, of course, all is silent. One stands on the dry, frowning 

brink of the Coulee chasm and gazes hundreds of feet down upon 

the placid lakes nestling in the pot-holes ground out of the solid 

rock at the foot of the one-time falls. The scarp rises from the 

lakes below as a perpendicular wall built tier upon tier by at least 

seven distinct lava-flows. The irregular brink divides into a num

ber of horseshoe falls receding here and again extending. Below 

the center rises a goat-island, Battleship rock, telling of a time 

when the excavated waters had divided into a double falls. The 



Dry Falls 3.5 miles wide and 417 feet high shows seven lava floods in its escarpment. Its falling water 
would have made a hundred Niagaras. Falls lake filling pot hole at bottom. Alligator Head. 

Photo by Guilbert 
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Battleship rises to the level of the canyon-walls, and is half a mile 

long and several hundred feet wide. As one looks along the broken 

escarpment to the opposite wal l , in its somewhat hazy outline, over-

three miles away, the scarp seems to shrink, but one only needs to 

climb from the Coulee floor below to fully realize the great depth 

to which the falling waters once plunged. 

The walls of the Coulee reveal the happenings of many ages 

past. The fossil beds in the clay, at the head of the Coulee, tell 

story of the lava-formed lakes, and of a flora of other days. Fine 

remains of the ginco, the maiden-hair fern-tree, which now grows 

only in the Orient and is called the Sacred Tree of China, have 

been uncovered. Sequoias, similar to those now growing in Cali

fornia, flourished here at one time. Fossilized leaves of 20 varieties 

of oak, as well as leaves of the elm, yew, cypress, sweet-gum, and 

the trees of the fig family, have been unearthed. 

The old granitic landscape uncovered, relates the story of the 

earliest events of geologic history. Steamboat rock tells of twin 

falls so prodigious as to stretch the imagination. The boulder 

strewn coulee-floor tells of the ice ages and glacial dams so neces

sary to explain the origin of the Coulee. The perpendicular walls 

rising layer upon layer tell of a scene so spectacular in its achieve

ments that the story of the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes in 

Alaska, leaves much to the imagination yet to be comprehended. 

The folds and structural sags tell of the shrinking of the Earth's 

circumference due to the loss of its life-giving interior heat. Dry 

falls stands as a silent reminder of the manner in which the Coulee 

is excavated by the retreating water-falls. The rock-walled lakes 

from Perch and Deep, at the foot of Dry falls, including Park, Blue, 

Leonore, and finally Soap lake, at the lower end, tell of the 

unequal erosions of its fall ing rushing waters. The ancient fossil 

trees on the shores of Blue lake picture a semi-tropical, forest-clad 

landscape growing mid lava-flood periods millions of years ago. 

The gravel-filled basins and scablands and channels bordering the 

main Coulee show the enormous volume and wide extent of the 

Glacial floods. 

Recapitulating the events as they appear at the height of the 

tremendous Spokane floods, we may picture to the north, so far 

as eye can reach, a vast, illimitable ice-sheet, above which only the 

tallest mountain peaks project, as islands out of the sea. The 



View of Park lake with islands from top of road leading into lower Coulee. Blue lake in the distance. 
Islands show monoclinal fold dipping into lake eastward. 

Photo by Guilbert 



Blue lake looking south. Walls on right tower 1000 feet. Break in left walls opens into Dry Coulee. 
Remains of fossil forest exist on east wall. 

Photo by Brown 



Blue lake looking north. Grand Coulee with all its somberness has much of rugged beauty. A perfect 
reflection. 

Khoro by Ouuoert 



Loke Lenore looking North from island. Small islands and both walls show sloping monoclinal fold along 
which the lower Coulee was cut. 

Photo by Guilbert 



Photo by Wallace 
Aer ia l scene from inspirat ion point looking Nor th down river, showing mouth of 
Coulee in lower left. This picture was taken before dam construction was started. 

Note arrows showing location of Dam. 

Photo by Bureau of Reclamation 
Soap Lake and town at lower end of Coulee. Eastern wa l l show subsiding into level 

of Quincy Basin. Lake Lenore in distance beyond Soap Lake. 
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Columbia River canyon, dammed by glaciers on the east and on 

the west, is fi l led to overflowing by the glacial rivers emerging 

from underneath and from off the ice-sheet. Boulder-laden ice

bergs breaking from the faces of the ice-dams to east and west 

f loat slowly in the yellow, silt-laden waters to the outlet at the 

head of the Coulee, here to quicken their speed as they entered the 

five-mile wide opening to the south. Gaining speed they divided at 

a great goat island to plunge over two gigantic horse-shoe falls 

each two miles and more wide and 800 feet high, to break with 

deafening roar upon the rocks below. A subordinate flood diverges 

to the east, and dividing into three streams each a quarter of a mile 

wide, drop over as many scarps a thousand feet down into Northup 

canyon, later to join the main flood two miles below. For twenty 

miles these floods swirl southward to partly slacken their speed as 

they entered the Hartline basin, there to divide as they emerged 

to the south, part to seeth and tumble as it encounters he Monad-

nock, rock-channeled ruggedness of the Frechman draw, with 

falls of many widths and depths, part to follow the main channel, 

two miles wide, to again plunge over another mighty scarp, 400 

feet, or more, to the floor of the lower coulee, finally emerge and 

lose their rapid motion in the placid berg-spotted waters of the 

Quincy basin. 

Grand Coulee, with all the somberness and solemnity of its mas

sive walls, has much scenic beauty. Its perpendicular walls of 

basalt rise from the level Coulee floor below, tier upon tier, each 

one of which having its row of basaltic columns, to import to it 

the appearance of a cyclopean masonry laid by Master hand. 

In closing let me show you by pictures something of Grand 

Coulee's scenic grandure and beauty and something of its geologi

cal story. 



Bird's-eye view of Coulee Basin project 
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GRAND COULEE DAM 

and 

COLUMBIA BASIN IRRIGATION PROJECT 

The Grand Coulee Dam and Irrigation Project, when completed, 

will be one of the largest in the world and will help solve the 

problems of cheap power and unemployment. It will furnish homes 

and work for over 100,000 people directly, and indirectly to 

hundreds of thousands more. 

Grand Coulee Dam holds back the rushing waters of the 

largest power stream on the American continent. The high clam, 

creates an artificial lake 385 feet deep at the dam, an average of .8 

miles wide, and extending up the Columbia River 150 miles to the 

Canadian boundary. The dam raises the waters of the Columbia 

River 354 feet, from normal low water level, and is the highest 

spillway dam in the world. To hold back the enormous pressure 

of the impounded waters, the dam has tremendous proportions. 

Its length extends across the river 4,300 feet or nearly a mile. 

From bed rock to top, it rises 550 feet above the lowest point 

of bed rock and is 500 feet thick at the base, and narrows to a 

thickness of 30 feet at the top. This is wide enough to contain a 

24-foot roadway and enough room left to place and operate 

the massive gates of the spillways. The dam contains 10,370,000 

cubic yards of concrete and with appurtenant works required 

about 12,900,000 barrels of cement. 

Two power houses, each 765 feet long and 112 feet wide and 

14 stories high are located one on each side of the river below 

the dam and together will have a total length of 1,530 feet. Water 

is led through 18 giant steel pipes 18 feet in diameter to 18 

powerful turbines each rated at 150,000 horsepower, a combined 



Photo by Bureau of Reclamation 
Panoramic view of Grand Coulee Dam construction. Upper plate shows West side with Engineers Town 

in background. Lower plate shows East side construction. 
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total of 2,700,000 installed horsepower. The pull of these turbines 

would equal the combined pull of 1,350,000 teams of horses, 

extending a distance of over 5,000 miles, or nearly twice the 

distance from Los Angeles to New York. It will furnish a con

tinuous output of 950,000 kilowatts, the largest power plant in the 

world. It is over two and one-half times the size of the Muscle 

Shoals dam, nearly twice the size of the Boulder Dam, and is 

equal to all the combined plants at Niagara Falls. 

The Columbia Irrigation Project, as now surveyed, covers 

1,200,000 acres, the largest in the United States. It consists of 

fertile soils of sands and silts in the Quincy and Pasco basins 

deposited by the glacial floods from the material ground out 

from the Grand Coulee. For proper irrigation, this land will require 

3.25 to 3.5 acre feet per year or, in other words, the equivalent 

of 39 to 42 inches of rainfall per growing season. To furnish this 

volume of water and to cover losses by evaporation and seepages 

a total of 12 powerful pumps will be installed above the dam on 

the west side. Each unit requires a 65,000-horsepower motor that 

will raise 1,600 cubic feet of water per second, through pipes 13 

feet in diameter leading to a canal nearly two miles in length 

to the Grand Coulee Reservoir. The usual lift will be 280 feet and 

require a total of 650,000 horsepower. 

The reservoir in the Upper coulee, will be 27 miles long and 2 

to 5 miles wide and will be confined by two dams, one at either 

end of the Coulee. Steamboat Rock will be completely surrounded 

by the water of this artificial lake. The reservoir will store 1,150,000 

acre-feet of water. From the lower dam a canal 10 miles long 

will extend southward where it will divide into two parts, one 

leading west to the Quincy basin and the other south and east 

to the Pasco section. These canals will divide and subdivide until 

they furnish water for each acre of soil. 

Grand Coulee dam is now completed. Its giant water wheels 

and generators are at work helping mankind. One should have 

seen the gigantic machinery at work building the dam to fully 

realize the magnitude of the undertaking. Steamshovels, trucks, 

cranes, motors, cement mixing plant, conveyor belts, and coffer

dams were all of giant proportions. It was well worth a trip 

across a continent to see these giants at work building the world's 
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largest dam. The construction of the mammonth dam employed 

a maximum of nearly 7,000 men directly, and indirectly several 

thousands more throughout the United States furnishing material 

used in its construction. It required 8 years to construct at a 

cost of $186,000,000, and the total estimated cost of the Columbia 

Basin Project will be $394,000,000 and may require some 40 years 

for completion. 

The Grand Coulee dam stands at almost the exact spot where 

the mammoth glacial dam of ice once stood. The dam, now 

stands as a monument to the greatest skill of the hydraulic en

gineers, though a pigmy in comparison to the dam of glacial ice 

that caused the swollen floods of the Columbia to scour out the 

Grand Coulee and set the stage for the present project. 

Look with me, if you will from Inspiration Point and in your 

imagination see the enormous river of ice as it moved down the 

Okanogan valley ,o fill the 1800-foot Columbia Canyon and 

then move south up and over the canyon wall to spread across 

the Watervil le Plateau. This gigantic ice barrier extended south

ward along the western coulee wall as far as the eye can reach 

and stretched northward for miles until lost in the distance against 

the rising peaks of the Okanogan Mountains. It towered upwards 

above the present river level to a total height of over 1,800 feet, 

and would have made at least 50 Grand Coulee dams. 

Although we give freely all due praise to the skill of the 

engineers and the minds of men that have conceived the present 

project, yet we must bow our heads in reverence to the tremend

ous erosional power of Nature's floods that excavated the magni

ficent canyon of the Columbia and to the titanic rivers of ice that 

reached down from the north like a mighty hand seizing the river 

in its icy grasp to dam and divert its floods long enough to 

sculpture one of the world's wonders, The Grand Coulee. 



Photo by Bureau ot Keciamoiion 
Columbia River diverted. View from West bank shows diverted river flowing through gaps in foundation. North and South coffer dams shut 
off the old river bed. The water in old river bed will be pumped out and overburden excavated. Two East trestles will be extended to pour 
cement in old river bed. West side coffer dam is being dismantled. 
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1933 . . . State of Washington appropr ia ted $377,000 for prel iminary survey 
by Columbia Basin Commission. Grand Coulee Dam and Power Plant included 
under Public works program. $63,000,000 al lot ted for first stages of construction. 
Mr. F. A. Banks appointed as construction engineer in charge. Thousands of feet 
of coredr i l l ing showed grani te foundat ion to be " n a t u r a l " . Excavation of bedrock 
overburden commenced by steam shovels and trucks. 

1934 . . . Government engineers' town planned and streets graded. United 
States h ighway br idge started. Contract for construction of foundat ion of dam 
and power p lant awarded to Mason-Walsh-Atkinson-Kier Co. Mason City, con
tractor's camp, finished after 90 days of work. Rai l road, highway grade, and power 
lines from Coulee City completed. 

1935 . . . West side cofferdam completed in March. Conveyor belt carrying 
1.3 tons per second of excavated material to Rattlesnake Canyon put to use. Sand 
and gravel washing plant, conveyor belt, and gravel storage plants f inished. Bed 
rock uncovered. Suspension br idge for sand and gravel conveyor to mixer completed. 
Two trestles, with tracks for concrete cars, and with cranes for dumping concrete, 
bui l t over foundat ion. Cement storage plant and pipe line to mixer completed. Al l 
operat ions of br inging sand, gravel , cement, water , and determining of mixture 
done by pressing electrical buttons. First concrete placed in dam in Block 40 on 
December 6th by Governor Mar t in . Concrete poured in large interlocking blocks. 
Cracking wi l l be prevented by install ing over 2,000 miles of one-inch water pipe in 
concrete for circulating cold water to remove heat l iberated by setting cement. 

1936 . . . East side cofferdam and cement mixer completed. Slumping into 
excavation stopped by freezing area wi th refr igerat ion plant. Cofferdams for 
divert ing river started across river from each end of east cofferdam. Cribs of t imber 
prepared, f loated into place, and sunk to river bottom by f i l l ing with gravel and rock. 
Interlocking steel p i l ing driven to bedrock around cribs. River diverted in November, 
1936, to f low through gaps over west side foundat ion. Water pumped out between 
cofferdams and excavation started. 

1937 . . . Concrete poured on east side. Trestles connected across river and 
center section poured. River diverted back to gaps in center section. 

1938 . . . Construction of base of dam completed in March 1938. Contract 
for completion of dam let to the Consolidated Builders, Incorporated. Trestle dis
mantled and placed at higher elevat ion. 

1939 . . . Foundations of power houses poured. Excavation for pumping plant 

and 12 tunnels bored to carry water to Grand Coulee Reservoir. 

1940 . . . Three paral le l rows of 20 tunnels each and 8!6 feet in diameter 
built in spi l lway section to regulate f low down stream in low water per iod. 

1941 . . . West power house completed. Spil lways, roadway and gates 

f inished. Dam completed. Reservoir f i l led. First 108,000 KW generators set in 

operat ion in October 1941 to serve mankind. 

1942-45 . . . Six generators work ing at overload to win the war. 

1945-50 . . . Twelve generators now in operat ion. East power house completed. 
Pasco pumping plant ready for i r r igat ion. Last of 18 generators to be installed by 
1951 .Sections of main canals under construction. Coulee City, Long Lake and Pot 
Holes reservoir dams nearing completion. First i r r igat ion planned in 1951. 



Grand Coulee Dam as taken over by Consoliaated Builders,. Incorporated, March Iy3d. kxcavation in solid granite on west uann snows Dam 
will reach to within a few feet of roadway. Water now flows thru gaps in Dam over 1650-ft. Spillway. North coffer-dam used in diverting 
river shows below spillway in process of dismantling. Power-house foundations may be seen on either side of wings of spillway. Pumping 
plant foundation shows in granite to left of Dam. Photo by Bureau of Reclamation 



Photo by Bureau of Reclamation 
View from East side, March 1939, part of mixing plant shows to left of trestle. Upper right shows 12 openings of tunnels to carry water from 
pumping plant to Grand Coulee reservoir. Mouth of Grand Coulee and town of Grand Coulee show in upper part of picture. 



Photo by Bureau of Reclamation 
View from West side, March 1939. Water flows through 50-foot gaps at either end of spillway. Note white mixing plant, cranes 300 feet 
long, and concrete cars show on trestle. Present trestle supports will be imbedded in concrete. Another trestle of about same height needed 
to complete Dam. 



Construction March iy4U. Concrete of Dam on ends rises above trestle on which concrete cars and jack-hammer cranes show. West power 
bouse b nearlng completion on right end of Dam. Concrete mixer with conveyor belts shows on left end. Sand and gravel storage in lower 
right. Water above Dam finds outlet through conduits in base of spillway section. Photo by Bureau of Reclamation 



Giant 150,000 H. P. generators at work. There will be a total of 18 with a combined 
H. P. of 2,700,000. This is equivalent to the energy output of 81 million men. Our 

maximum employment in United States to date is 62 million. 



DATA COLUMBIA BASIN PROJECT 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Project of Public Works Department 
Contractor: Mason-Walsh-Atkinson-Kier Co. 
Engineer in charge of work for the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 

FRANK A. BANKS 

GRAND COULEE DAM 
Length at Crest ...4,173 f t . 
Length at Spi l lway... . . . ] ,650 ft. 
Height above lowest rock 550 f t . 
Thickness at base 500 f t . 
Thickness at top - 3 0 f t . 
Excavation exceeded 24,000,000 cu. yds. 
Concrete—in dam only 10,131,999 cu. yds. 
Cost of dam and power plant , estimated $186,000,000 

COLUMBIA RIVER RESERVOIR 
Length of lake created _ ..151 miles 
Elevation above sea level ....1,290 ft. 
Acre-feet storage, total .....10,000,000 

GRAND COULEE RESERVOIR AND CANALS 
Length of balancing reservoir 27 miles 
Length of main canal. — 12 miles 
Elevation of water surface above sea level 1,570 ft. 
Acre-feet storage, to ta l . 1,150,000 

POWER PLANT 
Number of turbines 18 
Horsepower rat ing of each— 150,000 
Generator capacity, each, ki lowatts 108,000 
Final capacity, ki lowatts _ 1,944,000 
Prime power capacity, ki lowatts, estimated 950,000 
Estimated cost in mills, prime power, k i lowatt hour 1.14 
Estimated cost in mills, secondary power, k i lowatt hour 0.5 
Increased prime capacity, downstream power 

plans to Snake River .___ __100% 

PUMPING PLANT 
Usual pumping l ift, feet 280 
Number of pumps _. — 12 
Capacity each pump, second feet _ — 1,600 
Horsepower required for pumping, maximum 780,000 

RECLAMATION PROJECT 
Acres to be i r r igated 1,200,000 
Cost of reclamation work, estimated $222,674,000 
Total cost of dam, power plant , and reclamation, es t ima ted - $435,734,000 
Net cost per acre to farmers, estimated _. $80 to $85 
Estimated annual charge for operat ion 1 $2.60 
Estimated maximum annual installment on water r ight $2.50 

BENEFITS FROM PROJECT 
Homes and work for _ 100,000 
Increased taxable project values $217,484,300 
Increase populat ion in the Northwest 1,403,000 
Annual return for products of Columbia Basin $110,000,000 
Increase N . W . taxable weal th $3,000,000,000 
Carloads of supplies required by populat ion 200,000 
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Photo by Bureau ot Kec tarnation 

1950—completed Grand Coulee Dam. Waterfalls is 1,650 ft. long, 19 ft. deep and falls 357 ft., over twice the height of Niagara Falls. 


